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Project Objective

● A matrix of power values from
Virtuoso can be imported into a
MATLAB program.

To render flexible thermal models of components in
3D Integrated Circuits (ICs) and use those models to
determine whether thermal features are consistent
enough to allow analysis of chip design.

● Smaller modern designs
exacerbate this problem.

● MATLAB is well suited to building
functional relationships between
matrices and arrays.

Methods

● This may allow Intellectual
Property (IP) Pirates to
collect data about design
or programming because
of temperature changes.

● The program can extract data from
a .csv.

● Sapatnekar’s Finite Element Method of thermal
analysis is the backbone of this model.
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-Fukushima et. al “Thermal issues of 3D ICs”

● To increase speed, IC components get smaller
and closer together.
● Stacked components
distance.

decrease

● The program also allows for
changes in chip size as well as
variation of material around the
circuit.
Here w, h and d represent height width and depth of the circuit housing.
The K values represent the thermal dissipation values around the chip.
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● This environment allows users to simulate
circuits complete with voltage, current and
power loss.
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Example of power
input and output in a
simulated circuit.
The loss in power
input to output bleeds
out of the circuit as
heat.
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● Temperature increases deeper in the chip.

The model behaved as
predicted. Increases in
power led to increases
in temperature gradient.
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-Fukushima et. al “Thermal issues of 3D ICs”
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● Modern thermocouples
make use of two wires with
different resistance to
determine temperature
variance.
● Thermocouples work on the
principle that the warmer a
wire gets, the slower
current flows through it.

● A 25o change in
local temperature
can change the
voltage of a
thermocouple by 1
mV.

MATLAB
allows for
iterative
testing.

● An increase in energy lost per unit volume
increases total heat output.

proximity

Example code
showing the
components of
the matrix in
array form.

● Cadence Virtuoso was used to create viable
circuit diagrams for a 3D chip environment.

● Stacked components do not get more efficient.

● Component
dissipation.
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● It can plot individual temperature
values or averages.

Input Power

Background
3D ICs
make use
of circuit
layouts
connected
in multiple
directions.

As chip scale gets
smaller, average
temperature gets
much higher,
compared to
background.

-Kester et. al “Temperature Sensors”

● Active computer chips
increase temperature.

In this example,
thermal gradient is
compared to chip
volume.

The example used
thousands of power
values.
Temperature (Kelvin above background)

● Temperature changes can be extreme, with a
microwatt power change producing a 4o shift.
● The model allows for comparisons of circuit
temperatures when the chip environment gets
larger or smaller, or the materials around it
change their thermal conductivity.
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● This could
simultaneously
make the circuit
less efficient as it
increases thermal
loading.

Conclusions
● With small modifications, it is possible that a
simple thermocouple could determine not only
when 1 particular component is activated, but
when it is deactivated.
● The geometric increase in thermal output as
circuits get smaller means that a millivolt
difference may cause a measurable temperature
change in a component.
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